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Abstract 
Robertson, N., P. Seymour and R. Thomas, Excluding infinite minors, Discrete Mathematics 
95 (1991) 303-319. 
Let K be an infinite cardinal, and let H be either a complete graph with K vertices, or a tree in 
which every vertex has valency K. What can we say about graphs G which (i) have no minor 
isomorphic to H, or (ii) contain no subgraph which is a subdivision of H? 
These four questions are answered for each infinite cardinal K. In each case we find that 
there corresponds a necessary and sufikient structural condition (or, in some cases, several 
equivalent conditions) for G not to contain H in the appropriate way. We survey these results 
and a number of related theorems. 
1. Introdwtion 
Intuitively, a graph H is a minor of a graph G if H can be obtained from a 
subgraph of G by contraction. (Graphs in this paper may be infinite, and may 
have loops or multiple edges.) More precisely, let us say that H is isomorphic to a 
minor of G (or G has an H-minor, for brevity) if for each vertex IJ E V(H) there 
is a non-null connected subgraph @I) of G, and for each edge e E E(H) there is 
an edge a(e) of G, such that: 
(i) for distinct q, v2 E V(H), LY(V~) and LY(V~) are disjoint, 
(ii) for distinct e,, e2 E E(H), a(e,) # tx(e2), 
(iii) for v E V(H) and e E E(H), cu(e) $ E@(v)), 
(iv) if e E E(H) has distinct ends v 1, u2 E V(H) then LY(v,), 0(v2) both contain 
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ends of G(P), while if e E E(H) is a loop with end v then a(v) contains both ends 
of cu(e). 
(In particular, the subgraphs a(v) may be infinite, and so the intuitive definition 
‘obtainable from a subgraph by contracting edges’ must be handled with caution.) 
The first two authors proved, in a long series of papers culminating in [12, 131, 
the following conjecture of Wagner. 
1.1. For any infinite sequence G1, G2, . . . of finite graphs there exist j > i 3 1 such 
that Gi is isomorphic to a minor of Gj. 
The third author disproved the extension of 1.1 to infinite graphs [ 191, in the 
following. 
1.2. There is an in@nite sequence G1, G2, . . . of graphs such that for all j > i 2 1, 
Gi is not isomorphic to a minor of Gj. 
I-Iowever, the graphs in :his counterexample are uncountable; and it remains 
open to decide the following. 
1.3. Problem. Is there an infinite sequence G1, G2, . . . of countable graphs such 
that for all j > i 2 1, Gi is not isomorphic to a minor of Gj? 
The results we wish to survey here were motivated by an attempt to answer 1.3 
negatively. Although the attempt was unsuccessful, we have discovered a great 
number of new decomposition theorems for infinite graphs of independent 
interest. 
The method of proof of 1.1 was the following: Suppose that G1, G2, . . . is as in 
1.1. We may assume that none of G2, G3, . . . has a G,-minor, and so there is a 
finite complete graph H say such that G2, G3, . . . all have no H-minor. But there 
is a theorem that for any finite complete graph H, all finite graphs with no 
H-minor have a restricted structure (they are tree-structures of pieces which more 
or less have bounded genus). It suffices then to show that if G2, Gs, . . . is an 
infinite sequence of finite graphs each with this restricted structure, then there 
exist j > i 3 2 such that Gi is isomorphic to a minor of Gj, and this can be done. 
Thus, the heart of the proof is the theorem about the structure of graphs with no 
H-minor. The analogous approach to 1.3 would require a theorem about the 
structure of graphs with no K&-minor; and we have indeed been able to obtain 
such a theorem, and a generalization to complete graph minors of all other 
cardinalities. 
For K a regular uncountable cardinal, a theorem of Jung [S] says that G has a 
&minor if and only if G topologically contains KK (defined later). For K singular 
or K = No this is not true, but in all cases there is a similar structure theorem for 
graphs not topologiczliy containing KK. We also study the structure of graphs not 
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containing the tree TK of valency K (either as a minor or topologically). These 
problems are closely related to a cops-and-robber game played on a graph, where 
<K cops try to corner a robber. It turns out, for K uncountable, that the robber 
can survive if and only if the graph has a TX-minor; and there is a particularly 
simple kind of survival strategy if and only if there is a &-minor. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the game and 
certain survival strategies (called ‘escapes’ and ‘havens’), and describe their 
connection with minors of the graph. In Section 3 we observe that the 
non-existence of escapes is equivalent with the graph having a certain kind of 
decomposition. Sections 4-6 describe different kinds of decompositions, ap- 
propriate to different excluded objects. In Section 7 we discuss the structure 
corresponding to excluding &minors, which slipped through the net of the 
previous chapters. Then in Section 8, all the results are summarized. 
2. Cops and a robber 
Here is a game, played on a graph G. There are two players, one controlling 
Ihe cops and the other the robber. There is a fixed cardinal K (finite or infinite) 
and at any time the cardinality of the set of cops in play is constrained to be less 
than K. The object of the cop player is to corner the robber, and the robber 
attempts to survive uncaptured. The robber occupies a vertex of the graph, and 
may at any time run at great speed along a finite path of the graph to another 
vertex. He is not permitted to run through a cop, however. Each cop is placed on 
a vertex of the graph or is temporarily removed from the graph. In the cop 
player’s turn, he may either remove cops from the graph, or place new cops on 
arbitrary vertices of the graph, subject only to the constraint that fewer than K 
cops may be in place in the graph at any time. The robber makes his response 
after the cop player has declared where he intends to place his new cops if any 
and before the new cops are actually in position. This is a full knowledge game, 
and in particular the cops know where the robber is; the problem is to capture 
him by landing a cop on the same vertex. (There is another version of the game 
on finite graphs, investigated by La Paugh [8] and Kirousis and Papadimitriou [6], 
where the robber is invisible, but that is different, and will not concern us. Our 
game can also be played transfinitely, where ‘limit moves’ :-!re permitted, but we 
shall not consider this. For us, each turn is the tth turn for some integer t.) 
For instance, if the graph G is a finite tree, then the cop player can win with 
only two cops at his disposai. He places cop 1 on some vertex vl, and examines 
which component C of G \v, contains the robber. He chooses a vertex ~2 of C 
adjacent to v1 and places cop 2 there, and removes cop 1. By repeating this 
process the robber is eventually trapped in a leaf of the tree and captured. In 
general, if the cop player wins using CK cops, we say that ‘<K cops can search the 
graph’. Thus, ~3 cops can search any finite tree. 
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On the other hand, if G is an infinite graph, containing a ray R (a ray is a l-way 
infinite path) then <NO cops cannot search the graph. For the robber can survive 
by remaining in the infinite par: of R, further along R than any of the finitely 
many vertices occupied by cops. (When new cops land, he just runs further along 
R.) 
We remark that when K is infinite, there is no point in the cop player ever 
removing from a graph any cop which has already been positioned; for it costs 
nothing to create a new cop instead. In the finite case, however, it is evidently 
important to reuse the same cops. 
Let G be a graph and X c V(G). We call the vertex set of a component of 
G\X an X-flnp. Let us state the game more formally. A position is a pair (X, F) 
where X E V(G) with 1x1 <K, and F is an X-flap. We set X1 = 0 and the game 
starts by the robber choosing a f&flap FI. In general, at the beginning of the tth 
turn we have a position (Xt+ &). (XI+ is the set of vertices occupied by cops; 
and F,_1 is the X,+-flap containing the robber. Since he can run arbitrarily fast, 
all that matters is which X+1 -flap contains him.) The cop player chooses a set 
Xt c V(G) with IX,1 <K such that Xt cX,+ or X*-1 cX~, and then the robber 
chooses an XJlap & such that 8 n F,+ # 0 if possible. (If there is no such choice 
of 4, the cops have captured the robber.) Thus if Xt c_ Xt+ then 4 2 F,_i and J$ is 
uniquely determined; but if Xt 1 Xt+ then the robber makes a choice. This 
completes the tih turn. 
Of interest to us at the moment are survival strategies for the robber. (Later we 
shall study search strategies for the cops.) We denote by [V(G)]‘” the set of all 
subsets of V(G) of cardinality <K. An escape of order K is a function /? with 
domain [V(G)]‘“, such that: 
(i) if X, YE [V(G)]‘” and X c Y then /3(X) is the union of all X-flaps which 
intersect /3(Y), and 
(ii) #I(@) #0 (and hence /3(X) # 0 for all X E [V(G)]<“). 
2.1. CK cops can search G if and only if there is no escape of order K. 
Proof. If <K cops cannot search G, then for each X E [V(G)]‘“, let /3(X) be the 
set of all vertices u E V(G) - X such that the robber can guarantee to survive if 
the game begins at position (X, F), where F is the X-flap containing v. Then /? is 
an escape of order K. Conversely, if there is an escape /3 of order K, the robber 
can survive by always choosing I;; E /3(X,), and so <K cops cannot search G. Cl 
An escape /3 of order K is a haven of order K if /3(X) is an X-flap for every 
X E [V(G)IcK. A haven /3 is convex if for all X, YE [V(G)]<“, 
(X fl B(Y)) lJ (Y fl B(X)) u (P(X) n P(Y)) # 0. 
For G, K finite these three concepts are closely related, as we see from the 
following rather difficult theorem of [lS]. 
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2.2. Let 6 be CL finite graph and K a finite cardinal. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) there is an escape of order K in G, 
(ii) there is a haven of order K in G, 
(iii) there is a convex haven of order K in G. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) also holds if G, K are infinite; indeed, if K a &, 
then it is easy to prove that every haven of order K is convex. However, the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii) fails for K a &, as we shall see. For any cardinal K 2 2, 
let TK be tne tree in which every vertex has valency K. The connection between 
the game and the minors of interest to us is given by the following (from which in 
particular we see that TK has an escape of order K but no haven of order K, when 
K 3 K,). 
2.3 [14,17]. For K 2 HI, G has an escape of order K if and only if G has a 
T,-minor , and G has a haven of order K if and only if G has a &-minor. 
Proof. The ‘only if parts are difficult, and we omit them, but the ‘if’ parts are 
easy. Suppose that G has a T,-minor. For each X E [V(G)]<“, let /I(X) be the 
union of all X-flaps F such that the restriction of G to F has a T,-minor; then p is 
an escape of order K. If G has a K,-minor, let cy be as in the definition of ‘minor’. 
For each X E [V(G)]‘“, let /3(X) be the X-flap which includes V(a(v)) for some 
v E V&j. (This exists, because X is too small to intersect every V&(v)), and is 
unique, because any two distinct V(a(v))‘s are joined by an edge of G.) Then /3 
is a haven of order K. Cl 
The significance of this result is that in practice it is often easier to construct a 
haven or an escape than to construct the desired minor directly; and conversely 
by exhibiting a search strategy for the cops we can sometimes prove that no 
T,-minor exists. 
What about escapes and havens of order K ,-,? That is answered by the following. 
2.4 1173. For a graph G, the following are equivalent: 
(i) G has an escape of order I$-,, 
(ii) G has a haven of order PC,,, 
(iii) G has a ray. 
Proof. Let R be a ray of G and for each finite X c V(G) define /I?(X) to be the 
unique F with X-flap F n V(R) infinite; then /3 is a haven of order NO. Thus 
(iii) + (ii) 3 (i). T o see (i) + (iii), here is a strategy for the cops: place a new cop 
on every vertex just visited by the robber (including those on the paths he runs 
along). This forces the robber either to trace out a ray, or to be captured, and so 
(i) 3 (iii). Cl 
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In fact, a stronger version of the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) above holds. Let us 
say two rays RI, R2 in G are parallel if for every finite X E V(G), the unique 
X-flap F with F n V(R,) infinite has F n V(R,) infinite. This is an equivalence 
relation on the rays of G, and its equivalence classes are called the ends of G (see 
[4]). We see that, if we construct a haven as in the proof of 2.4 starting from a ray 
R, then two rays yield the same haven if and only if they belong to the same end. 
Moreover, since every haven of order NO arises from a ray, we have in this sense 
the following. 
2.5. There is a natural I- 1 correspondence between the ends of G and the havens 
in G of order HO. 
Escapes and havens of finite order in finite graphs do not correspond so closely 
to minors, despite 2.2. The n x n grid is the graph with vertex set {(i, j): 
1 s i, j <n} where (i, j) and (i’, j’) are adjacent if Ii’ - il+ 1 j’ - jl = 1. 2.6 follows 
from the theorems of [ll, 16,181. 
2.6. Let G be a finite graph. For n 2 1, if G has an n x n grid -minor, then G has a 
haven of order n. Conversely, if G h-3 a haven of order 2000”” then G has an 
n x n grid minor. 
Thus, we have two differences between the finite and infinite case. First, 2.3 
gives a more exact relationship between escapes, havens and minors than 2.6 
does; but perhaps more surprisingly, in the finite case the minors corresponding 
to the existence of escapes and havens are neither trees nor complete graphs but 
grids. 
3. Escapes and rayless tree-decompositions 
A graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T, W), where T is 
a tree and W = (Wt: t E V(T)) is a family of subsets of V(G), such that: 
(i) U (W,: t E V(T)) = V(G), and for every edge e E E(G) some Wt contains 
both ends of e, 
(ii) if tl, t2, t3 E V(T), and t2 lies on the path of T between tl and t3, then 
?I$ n w,, c w,,. 
It has width CK, where K is a cardinal, if 1 Wtl < K for each t E V(T), and 
for every ray of T with vertices tl, t2, . . . in order. (There need not be any K' 
such that the decomposition has width <K if and only if K' < K, and so we shall 
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not attempt to define the ‘width’ of a decomposition.) A rayless pee- 
decomposition is a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition (T, W) such that T has no 
ray. There is the following nice connection between rayless tree-decompositions 
and escapes. 
3.1 [IT]. For any cardinal K, finite or infinite, a graph G has no escape of order K 
if and only if it has a rayless tree-decomposition of width <K. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is easy. For if (7’, W) is a rayless tree-decomposition of width 
CK then <K cops can search the graph, as follows: Choose tl E V(T), and place 
cops on PI& Choose t E V(T) such that the robber lies in Wt, and let t2 be a 
neighbour of tl on the path between tl and t. Remove the cops in W,, - wr,, and 
place cops on Wtz - Wt,. Now repeat the process. Since T is rayless, the robber is 
eventually captured. The ‘only if’ part for K finite is a difficult theorem of [18] for 
finite graphs G, and can be extended to infinite graphs G by a compactness 
argument, using the result of [8,20]. For K infinite, however, the ‘only if part is 
easy. For suppose that G has no escape of order K. Define /3(X), for each 
X E [V(G)]‘“, to be the union of all X-flaps F such that the restriction of G to F 
has no rayless tree-decomposition of width <K. Since K is infinite it is easy to see 
that /3 satisfies the first escape axiom, and hence does not satisfy the second. 
Hence /3(g) = 8, and G has a rayless tree-decomposition of width <K, as 
requ&d_ 11 
3.1 has several corollaries. From 3.1, 2.2, and 2.6, we deduce a sharpening of a 
result of [ 111. 
3.2 [16]. For any integer n 3 1, every finite graph with no n x n grid minor has a 
graph-theoretic tree-decomposition f width <2000ns. 
From 3.1 and 2.4 we obtain a theorem of Halin [3]. 
3.3. G has no ray if and on.ly if G has a rayless tree-decomposition f width 44,. 
From 3.1 and 2.3 we obtain the first of our main theorems. 
3.4 [17]. For KUHN, G has no T,-minor if and only if G has a rayless 
tree-decomposition f width < K. 
What about T&,-minors? Excluding them does not give us any kind of rayless 
tree-decomposition, but a more complicated structure, and we postpone it. 
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4. Dissections 
A sepmutim of G is a pair (A, B) of subsets of V(G) such that A U B = V(G) 
and no edge joins a vertex of A - B to a vertex of B - A. Two separations (A, B) 
(C, D) cross unless either A E C and D c B, or A E D and C c B, or B c C and 
D c A, or B c D and C c A. A dissection of G is a set 9 of separations of G , 
such that: 
(i) if (A, B) E 9 then (B, A) E 9, 
(ii) if (A, B) E 9 then A If V(G), 
(iii) if (A, B), (C, D) E 9 and A f C then B #D, 
(iv) no two members of 9 cross. 
Let (T, W) be a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of G. For each e E E(T), 
let Tl, Tz 5e the components of T\e, and let A, = LJ (W,: t E V(T,)), B, = U (W,: 
t E V( T&. The union over all e E E(T) of the sets {(A,, B,), (B,, A,)} is certainly 
a set of mutually noncrossing separations, but it may not be a dissection because 
conditions (ii) and (iii) above may be violated. However, it is easy to show that 
any dissection of a finite graph G arises in this way from some graph-theoretic 
tree-decomposition of G, and we find that all the relevant results about 
tree-decompositions of finite graphs, like 3.1 and 3.2, can be reformulared in 
terms of dissections. Thus, dissections provide another way to generalize 
tree-decompositions of finite graphs to infinite graphs. It is not equivalent, for 
there are dissections which do not arise from any graph-theoretic tree- 
decomposition. (Indeed, one can characterize those dissections 9 which do arise 
from graph-theoretic tree-decompositions; it is necessary and sufficient hat U(& 
i 3 1) = V(G) for every infinite sequence (Ai, BJ (i = 1,2, . . .j of distinct 
membersof9withA,~A,~==~andB,~B,c~==) 
Let 9 be a dissection. An orientation of 9 is a subset 9 c 9, such that: 
(i) if (A, B) E 9 then one of (A, B), (B, A) E 9, 
(ii) if (A, B), (C, D) E 9 then B $ C. 
If 9 arises from a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition (T, W) with T finite, one 
can verify that the orientations of 9 are in l- 1 correspondence with V(T); the 
orientation corresponding to to E V(T) is the set of all separations 
(u (w,: t E v(T,j), u (W: t E V(T,))) 
taken over all e E E(T), where c, G are the components of T \e and to E V( T2). 
If 9 arises from (T, W) and T is infinite, then 9 may have orientations not 
corresponding to the vertices; in fact, it has one for each vertex and one for each 
end of T. Nevertheless, orientations provide us with a generalization of the 
concept of a vertex of a tree, expressed in the language of dissections. 
Motivated by this, let us say a dissection 9 has width <K if for every 
orientation 9 of 9, 
(U(B: (A,B)EP)[<K. 
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If the dissection arises from a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition (T, W), one 
can verify that this definition agrees with our definition of ‘width <K’ for such a 
decomposition. Indeed, if 9 is determined by a vertex t E V(T), then 
n(B : (A, B) E 9) = WI, while if 9’ is determined by an end of T containing a ray 
with vertices tl, t2, . . . in order, then 
n(B: (A,B)E~)=U~K,. 
i2l jai 
Dissections and havens work well together, because of the following easy 
lemma. (The order of a separation (A, B) is IA r: BI.) 
4.1 [Id]. Let /3 be a convex haven in G of order K, and let 9 be a dissection of G 
each member of which has order CK. Then the set {(A, B) E 9: /3(A n B) c B) iy 
an orientation of 9. 
Now we can begin to discuss the second of our structure theorems, concerning 
the structure of graphs not topologically containing &. A graph G topologically 
contains H if there is a function cy with domain V(H) U E(H), such that: 
(i) for each v E V(H), a(v) E V(G) and cu(v,) # (Y(v*) for distinct v,, v2 E 
V(H), 
(ii) for each e E E(H), cu(e) is a finite path of G with E(a(e)) # 0 and with 
ends my, 1y(v2) where e has ends vl, v2 in H, 
(iii) for distinct e,, e2 E E(H), the paths lu(eJ and a(e2) are disjoint except 
possibly for their ends, 
(iv) for each v E V(H) and e E E(H), a(v) is not an internal vertex of cr(e). 
A preliminary form of our result is the following. 
4.2 [14,15]. For any graph G and K a X0, G does not topologically contain KK if 
and only if there is a dissection of G of width (K. 
Proof. ‘Only if’ is complicated and we omit it, but let us prove ‘if’. Let 9 be a 
dissection of width <K; then every member of 9 has order CK, as is easily seen, 
by considering the orientation {(A, B) E 9: A0 c B or BO E B, and A0 # B}, for 
each (Ao, B,) E 9. Suppose, for a contradiction, that G topologically contains 
KK, and let cy be the corresponding function. Let Z = { cu( v): v E V(Q). For 
each X E [V(G)]‘“, let /3(X) be the X-flap containing some member of Z. (This 
exists since X is too small to include Z, and is unique since any two members of Z 
are joined by K mutually disjoint paths, not all of which meet X.) Then p is a 
convex haven of order K. By 4.1, 
.!?‘={(A, B)&: /?(AfIB)sB} 
is an orientation of 9. Let X = n (B: (A, B) E 9); then 1X(< K sicm 53 has 
width <K. Choose v E Z - X. Since v $ X, there exists (A, B) E 9 with v E A - 
B. But since v $ A n B it follows from the definition of p that v E /?(A n B), and 
so /3(A n B) $ B, a contradiction. El 
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Given that G does not topologically contain KK, can we prove the existence of 
a more concrete structure than just a dissection of width <K? An example 
well-founded tree is a non-null partially ordered set T = (V(T), s ) such that: 
(i) for each s E V(T), the set {t E V(T): t s s} is well-ordered by S, 
(ii) every non-empty X c V(T) has an infimum, that is, an element z E V(T) 
such that for all t E t s if and if t x for x E 
It follows there is unique element E V(T) that s t for 
t E which we the root. , t3 V(T), say t2 is tI 
and t3 to t2, to the of t3}, and l2 s tl or t2 t3. 
well-founded of graph is pair W), T 
(V(T), ) a tree W (W,: E is family subsets 
V(G), that: 
l_J t V(T)) V(G), every of has ends some 
(ii) ti, t3 V(T) t2 between and then n E 
(iii) C a of with s is, is ordered s , 
and all t V(T), c t for c E if and if s t), then (WC: 
c C) E 
We say (T, W) width CK for every chain C of T, 
(We observe, by taking ICI = 1, that this implies that 1 WI1 < K for all t E V(T); but 
it is somewhat stronger, for some chains may not have suprema.) If (T, W) is a 
graph-theoretic tree-decomposition and we regard T as a well-founded tree by 
choosing a root in the natural way, this definition of ‘width CK’ agrees with the 
earlier one. 
A well-founded tree T has height CK if every chain in T has order type <K, 
regarded as an ordinal. Then we can vary 4.2 as follows. 
4.3 [IS]. For any graph G and cardinal K B KO, the following are equivalent: 
(i) G does not topologically contain KK, 
(ii) G has a well-founded tree-decomposition of width <K. 
If K is regular with K > &,, these are equivalent to 
(iii) G has a well-founded tree-decomposition of width C K and height <K. 
If K = Ho, (i), (ii) are equivalent to 
(iv) G has a graph-theoretic tree-decompositior! cl,’ !~*i&h <K,. 
Diestel [2] has independently proved a structural characterization of the graphs 
not topologically containing KK, in the case when K > bco and is regular. His resulf 
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uses a different generalization of finite tree-decompositions, but is similar to (and 
interderivable with) the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in 4.3. 
The need for our rather curious definition of width is shown by the following 
example: Let G = &,,, with V(G) = (uo, v,, v2, . . .}. Let T be a ray with 
vertices to, t,, f2, . . . in order, and for each i a 0 let W;, = (uo, . . . , vi). Let 
W = (W,: t E V(T)); then (T, W) is a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of G 
and each ] W,( < &, yet G topologically contains K,,. 
We could replace the condition about chains in the definition of the width of a 
well-founded tree-decomposition by the weaker condition that each 1 
5. Adhesion 
So far, we have discussed excluding T,-minors, and excluding KK topologically, 
because these are the simpler theorems to state. Next, let us consider excluding 
K,-minors. For regular K > KO, this is equivalent to excluding KK topologically, 
for a theorem of Jung [S] states the following. 
5.1. For K>&, 
contains Kc- 
regular, a graph has a K,-minor if and only if it topologically 
There is a similar result for TK when K is regular and uncountable. However, 
for K singular or K = &, these are false; indeed, in those cases there is a graph 
with a K,-minor in which all vertices have valency <K. In particular then, if K 1s 
singular or K = NO, the structure of 4.2 (ii) or 4.3 (ii) is not sufficiently restrictive 
to exclude K,-minors, and we need to impose an additional condition on the 
dissection. 
Let 9 be a dissection of a graph G. We say that 9 has adhesion <K if for every 
orientation 9 of 9 there exists K’ < K such that for every (A, B) E 9 there exists 
(A ‘, B ‘) E 9 of order SK’ with A GA’ and B’ c B. Then we have the following. 
5.2 [Id]. For all K > )co, a graph has no K,-minor if and only if it has a dissection 
of width CK and adhesion <K. 
Even the ‘easy’ part of this, the ‘if half, is not very easy, and so we omit the 
proof completely . 
There is a version of 52 in terms of well-founded tree-decompositions, 
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analogous to 4.3 but we omit details-see [14]. Also, 5.2 requires that K > No. We 
do have a structure theorem for excluding &,-minors, but postpone it because it 
is quite different. 
6. Linear decompositions 
Our results so far were motivated by attempts to find infinite analogues of 3.2. 
However, 3.2 concerns excluding finite grids, and we really want to exclude TK or 
KK. Thus, one might think that the following result is more likely to have an 
interesting infinite analogue. 
6.1 [ 1, Ml], For any finite tree H, every finite graph with no H-minor has a 
tree-decomposition (T, W) of width <(V(H)1 such that T is a path. 
Let us define a linear decomposition (T, W) of G to consist of a Dedekind 
complete, linearly ordered set T = (V(T), s ), and a family W = ( Wt: t E V(T)) 
of subsets of V(G), such that: 
(i) U (W,: t E V(T)) = V(G), and every edge of G has both ends in some WI, 
(ii) if tl , t2, t3 E V(T) and tl G t2 s t3 then w, n IQ E I+&, 
(iii) if s E V(T) is the supremum or infimum of a non-null subset C c V(T) 
then n (WC: c E C) c Ws= It has width <K if IW,l< K for each t. 
Seese [21] extended 6.1 to infinite graphs by a compactness argument, to yield 
the following. 
6.2 1211. For any finite tree H, every graph with no H-minor has a linear 
decomljosition of width < 1 V(H) I. 
For countable trees a similar result holds, because of the following. 
6.3 11’71. A graph does not topologically contain Tti if and only if it has a linear 
decomposition of width <I$,. 
But for larger cardinals, there is no similar result because TK has a linear 
decomposition of width <K, (enumerate the rays from left to right). For larger 
regular cardinals, the appropriate excluded object is not a tree but a clique. 
6.4 [ 151. For K > No, regular. a graph does not topulogically contain KK if and 
only if it has a linear decomposition of width <K. 
roof. We only show the easy ‘if’ half. Suppose that (T, W) is a linear 
decomposition of width <K of G, and yet G topologically contains KK. Thus 
there exists X E V(G) vith 1x1 = K such that any two members of X are joined 
by K internally disjoint paths. For each x E X, let Ix = (t E V(T): x E W,}. Then I, 
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is a closed interval. For distinct x, x’, I’ n Ix@ # 0, for otherwise there exists 
to E V(t) such that t < to for all t E I’ and t > to for all t E Ix0 (or vice versa); and 
this is impossible, because then every path of G between x and x’ meets I+&, and 
lI+J < K. Thus I’ n Ix8 # 0, and so from Dedekind completeness there exists 
t E V(T) such that t E I’ for all x E X, that is, X c Wt. But that is impossible since 
jWj<K. 0 
For K=&, 6.4 is false. Indeed, we give a graph in [15] which has no 
KK,-minor, and yet has no linear decomposition of width <KU. 
A well-ordered decomposition is a linear decomposition (T, W) such that T is a 
well-order. The third of our main results is the following. 
6.5 [IT]. For all K 2 I$-,, a graph does not topologically contain TK if and only if it 
has a well-ordered decomposition of width CK. 
Proof. Again, we shall only prove the ‘if part. Let (T, W) be a well-ordered 
decomposition of G of width CK, and suppose that G topologically contains TK. 
Thus, there exists X c V(G) with 1x1 = K such that each x E X is joined by K 
paths, mutually disjoint except for x, to K other members of X. For each x E X, 
choose s(x) E V(T) maximal such that x E WScx,. Choose x E X with s(x) minimal. 
(This is possible since T is a well-order.) Certainly s(x) is not the supremum of 
V(T), and so there exists t say with s(x) < t such that there is no t’ E V(T) with 
s(x) < t’ Ct. Since there are K paths from x to other members of X, and 
IWS(x, U WI1 < K, there is a path P between x and some x’ E X - {x} such that 
V(P) n (WStxj U W,) = (x). It follows that s(x’) < t, and so s(Xr) s s(x), and 
equality does not hold since x’ $ WScxj. But this contradicts the choice of x. q 
Let us say a linear decomposition (T, W) has adhesion <K if for every s E V(T) 
there exists K' C K such that for every t E V(T) with t # s there exist tl, f2 E V(T) 
with tl < t2 such that there is no t3 E V(T) with tl C t3 < t2 and I W,, n W,,l s K', 
wheres~t,<t~dtifs<tandt~tl<t~~sift(S. 
6.6 [17]. For all K 3 &-,, a graph has no T,-minor if and only if it has a 
well-ordered decomposition of width CK and adhesion <K. 
Thus, 6.6 is related to 6.5 as 5.2 is to 4.2. Corresponding to 6.3, we have the 
following. 
6.7 [17]. A graph has no T&-minor if and only if it has a linear decomposition of 
width <U, and adhesion <NO. 
We also have variant forms of these results. A linear decomposition (T, W) is 
scattered linear if the set of rational numbers cannot be monotonely embedded 
into T. 
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6.8 1171. For all K 3 &, a graph does not topologically contain TK if and only if it 
has a scattered linear decomposition of width CK. 
6.9 [ 171. For all K 3 &-,, a graph has no T,-minor if and only if it has a scattered 
linear decomposition of width <K and adhesion <K. 
6.9 fills a gap left by 3.4, which did not cater for excluding TKo. Another way is 
given by 6.11 below. A graph-theoretic tree-decomposition (T, W) is scattered if 
T has no T&-minor (or equivalently, does not topologically contain &). 
6.10 1171. For any cardinal K with cf(K) = o, a graph does not topslogically 
contain TX if and only if it has a scattered graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of 
width CK. 
6.10 does not hold in general if cf(K) > o. (There ic 9 form which holds in 
general using ‘scattered’ well-founded tree-decompositions-see [ 171.) But its 
analogue for TK minors does hold in general, as follows. 
6.U 1171. For all K 3 No, a graph has no T,-minor if and only if it has a scattered 
graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of width <K and adhesion <K. 
(A graph-theoretic tree-decomposition (T, W) has adhesion CK if 1 W, n W,( C K 
for every pair s, t of adjacent vertices of T, and for every ray of T with vertices 
t1, f2, ’ l l in order, there exists K' < K such that 1 Wt; n W,+J S K' for infinitely 
many integers i 3 1.) 
‘7. Countable clique and grid minors 
There remains one case not yet covered; what is the structure of graphs with no 
&,-minor? By analogy with 5.2 one might guess that it was necessary and 
sufficient that the graph have a dissection of width c?$-, and adhesion <KO. That 
turns out to be sufficient but not necessary; indeed, that structure is equivalent o 
excluding a ‘half-grid’ minor. The half -grid is the graph with vertex set all pairs of 
integers (x, y) with y a 0, where (x, y) and (x’, y’) are adjacent if IX - x’l + Iy - 
y’l = 1. 
7.1 [14]. A graph has no half-grid minor if and only if it has a dissection of width 
<NO and adhesion <HO. 
Let us say a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition (T, W) is narrow if I W, n W,l is 
finite for every pair of adjacent vertices s, t of T, and for every ray of T with 
-.-_A!,__ A 
vtx-clLcs Cl, f2, . . . 
- - _ in order, infiniteiy many of the numbers I-F& fl Wt,+, i are equal. 
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(This is equivalent 
7.1 as follows. 
to the decomposition having adhesion <I$,.) We can sharpen 
7.2 [Ml. A graph has no half-grid minor if and only if it has a narrow 
graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of width <&-,. 
This is an extension of a result of Halin [4]. We have not been able to 
determine the structure corresponding to excluding the ‘full’ grid. 
So what then is the appropriate structure for excluding &,-minors? Let (T, W) 
be a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of G. For each t c V(T), we define the 
torso at t to be the graph with vertex set WI in which u, v are adjacent if either 
they are adjacent in G or U, v E Wt n Wee for some neighbour t’ of t in T. 
7.3 [PI]. A graph has no K&-minor if and only if it has a narrow graph-theoretic 
tree-decomposition ( T, W) such that for each t E V(T) there is an integer k such 
that the torso at t has no &-minor. 
8. Summary 
Let us summarize all these results. 
8.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) G has no ray, 
(ii) <I$, cops can search G, 
(iii) G has a rayless tree-decomposition f width <IS,. 
8.2. For all K 3 X0, the following are equivalent: 
(i) G does not topologically contain TK, 
(ii) G has a well-ordered ecomposition of width <K, 
(iii) G has a scattered linear decomposition of width CK. 
rf Cf(K) = co, these are equivalent o 
(iv) G has a scattered graph-theoretic tree-decomposition f width CK. 
If K = &, these are equivalent o 
(v) G has a linear decomposition of width < K. 




( ) iv 
(vi 
G has no T&-minor, 
G has a scattered graph-theoretic tree-decomposition of width <h’, and 
adhesion <X0, 
G has a well-ordered ecomposition of width 44, and adhesion <X0, 
G has a linear decomposition of width 44, and adhesion <X0, 
___--- ‘IrL AU G hiis a scattered lirceur d~COiFij7O~CVi 01~ Wiurrr .JL*,.‘,, 0Y x.ng and ~urccawrr “no. 
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8.4. For all K > No, the following are equivalent: 
(i) G has no Qminor, 
(ii) <K cops can search G, 
(iii) G has a rayless tree-decomposition f width <K, 
(iv) G has a scattered tree-decomposition f width < K and adhesion < K, 
(v) G has a well-ordered ecomposition of width < K and adhesion < K, 
(vi) G has a scattered linear decomposition of width <K and adhesion <K. 
8.5. For ail K ,5 X0, the following are equivalent: 
(i j G does not topologically contain &. 
(ii) G has a dissection of width <K, 
(iii) G has a well-founded tree-decomposition f width < K. 
If K > & and is regular, then (i)-(iii) are equivalent to 
(iv) G has a well-founded tree-decomposition f width < K and height < K, 
(v) G has a linear decomposition of width <K. 
If K = &, then (ij-(iii) are equivalent o 
(vi) G has a graph-theoretic tree-decomposition f width <I$,. 
8.6. A graph has no &-minor if and only if it has a narrow graph-theoretic 
tree-decomposition ( T, W j, such that for each t E V ( T j there is an integer k such 
that the torso at t has no Kk-minor. 
8.7. For all K > tit,, G has no K,-minor if and only if G has a dissection of width 
<K and adhesion <K. 
8.8. The following are equivalent: 
(i) G has no half -grid minor, 
(ii) G has a dissection of width <X0 and adhesion <Ni,,, 
(iii) G has a narrow graph-theoretic tree-decomposition f width <X0. 
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